An Act Granting the Authority of Rural Counties to Transition to Decentralized Land Use Regulation

Section 1.

(A) Findings and Purpose. The Legislature finds that the planning and zoning authority granted to rural counties may encourage land use regulation which is overly centralized, intrusive and politicized. The Legislature further finds that rural counties, local elected officials and their citizens may reasonably prefer transitioning to a system of decentralized land use regulation based on restrictive covenants and the common law of private nuisance. Accordingly, the Legislature herewith intends to grant rural counties the legal authority to abandon their planning and zoning authority in order to transition to decentralized land use regulation consisting of restrictive covenants and the common law of private nuisance.

(B) Legal Authority. Any county with a population of fewer than 100,000 residents is herewith granted legal authority to designate all or a portion of the area within its jurisdiction for decentralized land use regulation and, with respect to such designated area, to abandon its planning and zoning authority under any statute or law, to unilaterally withdraw from any obligation to exercise planning or zoning authority under any intergovernmental agreement, and to transition to decentralized land use regulation as provided in the following subsections:

(1) Mode of Exercise. The legal authority granted herein may be exercised through county legislation or local initiative, which shall state in reasonably intelligible terms with respect to a clearly designated area within its jurisdiction that the county is abandoning its planning and zoning authority, withdrawing from any intergovernmental agreement obliging it to exercise such authority, and transitioning to decentralized land use regulation based on restrictive covenants and the common law of nuisance. The procedures established by general law governing local legislation or local initiatives shall be applicable to local legislation or local initiatives that propose transition to decentralized land use regulation. However, in addition to such procedures, the prior public notice required for any such proposed local law shall be at least as effective as the public notice requirements applicable to county rezoning.

(a) Substance of Exercise. To effectively authorize the transition to decentralized land use regulation based on restrictive covenants and the common law of private nuisance, the local law shall reasonably detail two transitional implementation phases as follows:

(i) Phase 1. Sunset Review of Existing Planning and Zoning Regulations.

(1) Substantive Requirements. The local law shall require the county to repeal or modify any land use restriction stemming from the county’s exercise of its planning or zoning authority, which prohibits or conditionally restricts the peaceful or highest and best uses of private property, or which would cause a diminishment in the value of the affected private property if the land use restriction were converted to a restrictive covenant, to allow the otherwise restricted uses unless the county: 1) fully compensates the affected land owner(s) for the loss of such value; or 2) a preponderance of the evidence considered at a sunset review hearing establishes the restriction is necessary for public health and safety and: (1) owners of properties located within 300 feet of the property in question reasonably and detrimentally relied upon the restriction in purchasing or improving their property; (2) the restriction is roughly proportional to the costs the restricted land use would otherwise impose on public infrastructure; or (3) the restriction is roughly proportional to that which would result from enforcing the common law of private nuisance.

(2) Procedural Requirements. Owners of private real property within the county’s designated area for decentralized land use regulation shall be given a reasonable opportunity after passage of the local law requiring transition to decentralized land use regulation to file sunset review applications with the local body responsible for rezoning seeking modification or repeal of any land use restriction stemming from the county’s exercise of its planning or zoning authority, which prohibits or conditionally restricts the peaceful or highest and best uses of the owner’s private property or which would cause a diminishment in the value of the affected land if imposed on the land as a restrictive covenant under the following subsection. Applicants for sunset review shall be responsible for complying with public notice requirements applicable to the most analogous private rezoning application; however, the sunset review applications are to be liberally construed in favor of the applicant. The local body responsible for rezoning shall then conduct a public hearing on each sunset review application to determine whether the challenged land use restriction must be modified or repealed under the factors of the previous subsection. All sunset review decisions shall be
subject to administrative review without deference to the local body’s determination. The local law shall set a reasonable deadline for interested parties to record final sunset review decisions against title to the affected real property and shall give reasonable notice to such interested parties of that deadline and of its legal implications; the failure to timely record such decisions shall be deemed the abandonment of any such sunset review application.

(ii) Phase 2. Recordation of Zoning Map Applicable to Designated Area. Concurrently with the sunset review process, the local law shall authorize the county to record all or a portion of its zoning map, as it pertains to the designated area of decentralized land use regulation, in a format substantially equivalent to plats of subdivision, together with a printed statement of all restrictions on land uses entailed by the zoning map (which also specifies the objective factors, if any, established in the formerly governing zoning law allowing for modification of the restrictions of the specified zoning classifications by special exception, conditional use, variance or rezoning). Subsequently recorded sunset review decisions shall: i) refer to the document number of the recorded zoning map; ii) be effective as of the date the zoning map is recorded; and iii) shall be deemed to modify and supersede any contrary provision or classification of the zoning map and its accompanying statement. Upon recordation, the land use restrictions specified in the zoning map and related statement, as modified by recorded sunset review decisions, shall thereby become restrictive covenants against title to the burdened private properties specified in the zoning map, with the right to enforce such covenants presumptively running with title to all private properties within 300 feet.

(iii) Effect of Completion of Phases 1 and 2. The general law applicable to private restrictive covenants shall apply to restrictive covenants created by this process subject to two exceptions: a) the local law shall provide that owners of properties burdened by such restrictive covenants shall have standing to file a special action in any court of competent jurisdiction seeking a declaratory judgment granting a special exception, conditional use, variance or rezoning. Subsequently recorded sunset review decisions shall: i) refer to the document number of the recorded zoning map; ii) be effective as of the date the zoning map is recorded; and iii) shall be deemed to modify and supersede any contrary provisions or classification of the zoning map and its accompanying statement. Upon recordation, the land use restrictions specified in the zoning map and related statement, as modified by recorded sunset review decisions, shall thereby become restrictive covenants against title to the burdened private properties specified in the zoning map, with the right to enforce such covenants presumptively running with title to all private properties within 300 feet.

(iv) Effect of Exercise. A local law effecting the legal authority granted herein shall have the effect of: a) granting owners and subsequent transferees of private real property located within the respecthe designated decentralized land use regulation area a vested property interest under state law in every land use not prohibited by the restrictive covenants on title generated by the transition to decentralized land use regulation or the common law of nuisance to protect health and safety; b) prohibiting the exercise of county planning and zoning powers directly or indirectly with respect to private real property located within the designated decentralized land use regulation area under any statute or law, so long as the county’s population is fewer than 100,000 residents; c) prohibiting the exercise of planning and zoning powers by any state agency, political subdivision of the state, special district or other local government within the designated decentralized land use regulation area which is similar to county planning and zoning powers under any statute or law, so long as the county’s population is fewer than 100,000 residents; d) prohibiting the county from exercising development moratorium authority in the designated decentralized land use regulation area under any statute or law, so long as the county’s population is fewer than 100,000 residents; and e) releasing the respective county from any existing obligation to exercise planning or zoning authority under any intergovernmental agreement in the designated decentralized land use regulation area.
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